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Dear Students!
It has been a rather pleasant journey from the past seven years, as I started my career here in this
amazing field of teaching. In the start it was never that amazing though, because I never took it that way.
As it is said that “the field is never positive nor negative, what makes it negative or positive is your
attitude towards it”.
The same case was with me. In the start I took it as a plain profession. It is a fact that a real teacher is an
art gained from years of training and experience. So after a little experience I understood the art of being
a teacher.
A teacher teaches from the heart not from the book.
So I took teaching like this:
I got Best teacher Award of the year (2010-11) from The Sterling Foundation School on the basis of
Professional Teaching Style, dedication and students feedback.
Not teaching students how to be rich or how to earn money but instead teaching them how to be happy
in the most crucial times of life and how to be pioneers of the society.
Passing enthusiasm to the young minds rather than the words stated in the book.
Becoming not a master, not an oppressive head but becoming one of them as in their friend to
understand their problems, their conditions and e ntrusting them with a friend who is always there for
them whenever they need him.
In the start I had respect, honor and admiration from the students in an academic perspective of
teaching. I always asked my students to guide me where I was wrong and needed improvement. Their
answer was always respectful and honorary. But still I knew there was something missing, which caused
a distance between me and my students. I asked them again and again and my students guided me a lot
by their behavior and true feelings for me. And they are the ones who gave me the answer to what was
missing in my perfect teaching career. And then I sought out what I was missing in all this. It was love.
Love of the students for their teacher.
And at that point I decided to create such an environment for my beloved students, in which they will
get, in my uttermost priority, LOVE, yet an environment where they will learn to the fullest.
When love, care, respect, safety, trust, admiration and all that mixed up, a sweet aroma of true stude ntteacher relationship aroused.
And today when I look at my students, I am amazed that they take me as not just a teacher but as their
guide, mentor, friend, instructor, guardian and a role model for themselves. It’s quite an honor and the
feeling, which I get when I hear what they have to say about me, cannot be described in words. It’s
priceless, lovely and like a sweet song to my ears.
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Read theStudents individual response about Sir Salik Aziz Vaince:

Sijjal Elahi
LGS DHA Phase V Lahore
Law is one of the most interesting subjects. I would want to thank Sir Salik who
has really helped me with his brilliant creativity and enthusiasm. Who has
guided through notes from conception to completion. His expert advices and
continued responsiveness have contributed a lot and I have decided to opt. law
as a profession. I want to thank him for his skillful wisdom and intelligence
which can be found sprinkled through their notes. He is the main motivating
factor for my higher achievements. His brilliant ideas have always benefited
me.Law was very tough at the beginning but Sir has always expanded my
understanding and ability to honor this subject. I am aiming for an A* at the
moment and in short it’s going to be just because of my teacher.

Arooshay Rizwan
The Laureate Lahore
Sir Salik words seem insufficient to write about you, I am a big fan of yours. Sir you
taught us from heart and I felt this in your class. Your teaching style made your subject
favorite to me. I was not interested sometimes in studies then your sincere guidance
brought me back on the track. Your sincerity, enthusiasm, hard work and devotion will
be missed. Sir I can only pray for your efforts you did especially for me. You are my best
teacher. Stay blessed and be happy…!

Rija Rashed
Waltham Forest College West London UK
To like what you studying you need to be knowledgeable about it otherwise
you’ll hate it to no extent. The only way you can achieve this is by having a
teacher like Sir Salik. He made me understand how simple and fascinating law
is. His method of teaching is exceptional. His knowledge and skills make you
understand every little detail in such a good manner that it unwillingly stores in
your brain. His ideas are vast and so does his justifications. I want to thank him
for making this effortless for me by his intelligence and proficiency. I have
always been an Art student and to opt. law as a career was a real tough deal for
me. By the teaching of Sir Salik I have come to realize that law is like an art as
well, where you portray your knowledge artistically favoring your client’s
position. It’s a privilege to be taught by a teacher like him. Distinction is my aim
and I am confident enough to achieve it easily.

Fauzan Gasim
Male City of Maldives
I was searching about law and suddenly I found a Facebook group and from that I
got an e mail and contacted a lecturer I guess, and he directed me to the website
www.vlc.com.pk and I f I were to say about the website it was very helpful a
separate students area which includes A level law and within that section comes
past papers and lectures and I’m pretty sure they are a helpful resource to all a
level students. I have already posted this link on my class group on Facebook and I
hope my friends also get the help. Sir Salik is so nice person as he guided me nicely
that I got my lecture which I was feeling a problem from couple of weeks. Thank
you so much sir stay blessed. Best wishes for your website you are doing a great job
for students.

Anusha Nadeem
The Sterling Foundation School Johar Town
Lahore
Lack of confidence was always my weak side since junior classes.
Presentation of work and listening to lectures and being obedient
was the bright side of my academics and personality as well but
Facing huge audiences and being creative was what I never had
the firm grip upon till I got Sir Salik as my teacher. He is a keen
observer, no doubt. He observed my potential, my behaviour and
my hard work. He praised it and for the first time I felt confident.
He helped in ripping out the hurdle of shyness in the way of my
success. Today, after 2 years (a short period to change completely) when I stand up and speak up what my mind
thinks I feel grateful to the generosity of my kind teacher, sir Salik. Thank you, sir. You have been a true friend
and a great teacher.

Subhan Tahir
LGS DHA Phase V Lahore
Law was my passion but I was in tension because I couldn’t be able to
find a good teacher, so I decided to quit the law in A level. I am lucky
that I was taught by Sir Salik in A levels and when he gave his first
lecture and I said sir thank you so much for your lecture and to answer
my all questions. Then I started taking classes from sir regularly, he is a
man of parts and he told me how to study and how to be a good
human and a good lawyer like the Founder of Pakistan Mr. Muhammad
Ali Jinnah. Sir Salik was inspired by Mr. Jinnah and my inspiration is sir
Salik. He also gave me his notes, which are so much useful for me not
even during the session but also in exam days. Sir I am burning
midnight oil to fulfill your expectations. My aim is to get A grade and to
get admission in a well-known university of world ranking. Sir Salik
thank you so much for all of your efforts for me and really what am I today is only due to your teachings. May
you live long Sir.

Sajawal Safdar
SISA Lahore
Law was a subject I never studied in junior classes, and I started facing problems
in A ‘Levels Law. When I started studying law from sir Salik, he made the subject
the easiest one and my favorite one. Sir I would like to personally thank you for
your guidance and I have really enjoyed taking lessons from you and the time I
spend with you your personal efforts for me were really appreciable thanks a lot
sir.

Shaban Sherdil
Aitchison Lahore
Law was so difficult for me I even wasted one year in A Levels Law but it was
just not getting in my mind. But then you came and law became an art I
could conquer easily. Thank you for helping me completes my A Level Law.

Momin Mehmood
The Laureate Lahore
Sir Salik your expert opinion and knowledge and sincere guidance is like
the street lights in the life. When I had given up the thought that a
teacher of moral values ever existed, Sir Salik Aziz came as a light in the
darkest shadows of hopelessness. He had been more than just a teacher
who taught what was written in the book, he actually taught from the
practical perspective of the subject. He gave the insight of taking studies
as a true source of gaining knowledge.

Esha Khalid
ZABIST Karachi
Sir you taught us that "The study guides are brilliant; they should be the
focus of your studies. Supplementing them with notes from textbooks is
important, of course, but I feel it's essential to know everything that's there
in the subject guide."
I can say; anyone who tells you this degree is easy is lying, but the sense of
achievement you feel when you pass a law exam and all the hard work pays
off doesn’t compare to anything else in the world.
Prepare yourself for hard work. Anyone who tells you this degree is easy is
lying, but the sense of achievement you feel when you pass a law exam and
all the hard work pays off doesn’t compare to anything else in the world.
The study guides are brilliant; they should be the focus of your studies.
Supplementing them with notes from textbooks is important, of course, but I feel it's essential to know everything
that's there in the subject guide. That's what's actually relevant. I think it's also a great idea to go through the
entire examiner reports that are available at least a couple of times. Selective studying - not so great. Best of
Luck...!

Sir Salik you gave me an experience worth having thank you so much even words are inadequate to explain my
gratitude. Hats off to your greatness.

Rida Khan
The Laureate Lahore
I never liked to study. It was like climbing a mountain with steep slopes with
no tree to hold on and help myself climb high. But when I met Sir Salik there
was a great turn in my life. Tough he looked strict in the start but as i
started to get franked with him, I started to become interested in studies.
It's not him; it’s just his unique and passionate way of teaching. I am
thankful to Sir Salik that he helped me gain interest in studies. Thank you
Sir. Hats off to you!

Mahnam Abdullah Malik
LGS Phase V
With Sir Salik I have experienced such an amazing student-teacher
relation which makes me feel that i am very lucky indeed to have such an
incredible teacher who guides me in times i was wrong and praised me
when i was right. He is a lawyer and now when i am deciding to choose a
career i would be honored if i carry on with him as his student until the
end.

Vajiha Jalil Shah
The City School Ravi Campus
The jolly, friendly but still subject centered environment, which I experienced
in Sir Salik’s class, has been extraordinary. The way he blends the study with
its real life application in present world, was so interesting that study, instead
of an obligation actually became my interest. The class environment he
created has always been unique as ever. I have gained knowledge, under the
acquaintance of Sir Salik. Such acquaintance which not only made me
educated but also civilized. Thank you, Sir Salik. I owe u much!

Nikhar Azmat
Norway
I came from Norway and I was searching a teacher then I found Sir Salik
not as a teacher but also a great mentor. Sir keep on smiling always you
have a smile on your face which gave us the confidence to ask any
question from you. You are my role model. The first day I met you made
me meet you every day. You have proved wrong that the first impression
is the last impression. Your first impression was that you were an
excellent teacher but your last expression is that you are an excellent
friend as well.

Ali Alam Qamar
Aitchison Lahore
When I felt any problem in my studies the first person come into my mind
is sir Salik due to his cooperative way of teaching. This is what i want you
to write......"i would like to thank Sir Salik Aziz for being one of the best of
our teachers in our time, with his tolerance, good sense of humor,
excellent understanding with all of our students. More......"the thing i had
really admired about sir Salik is his way of teaching, he never wanted us to
cram the topics in our head, he had always told us to understand the
subject, he had given us questions that he himself had made, and told us
to find the questions by ourselves. He had also performed demonstrations
in the practical way, and was a really nice teacher, his classes were really
funny too, i love the way he had used to joke with us and make us laugh, i
can definitely say that he was and still is and always be the most loved and misse d teacher in the history of my life
in Lahore, thank you sir.

